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Cartesian coordinates. The bay is determined m dimensionless 
coordinates by O<x<:n:, O<y<b; 
the time; 
the components of the total stream; 
the elevation of the surface; 
the components of the surface stress due to the windfield; 
the coefficient of Corio lis; 
a coefficient of friction; 
the depth; 
the constant of gravity; 
velocity of propagation of free waves, c2 = gh; 
the variable of the Laplace transformation; 
defined by x2 = p(p +A.)+ f22p(p + A.)-1; 
defined by tg y=f2(p+A.)-1; 
defined by q2=p(p+A.); 
defined by r2 = pf2; 
defined by s2=f22p(p+A.)-1; 
defined by (} = cotg y ; 
defined for n= l, 2, 3, ... by vn2=n2+x2; 
defined for n= l, 2, 3, ... by (}n=(}nvn-1; 
defined for n= l, 2, 3, ... by 1Xn=r2n-1vn-1; 
defined by IX= 1- 2yj:n:. 
l. Introduction 
In this paper we consider a mathematical model for the behaviour 
of the North Sea under a storm. In this model the North Sea is represented 
by a rectangular bay which is bounded on three sides by coasts and 
which at the fourth side borders on an ocean. The depth is assumed to 
be uniform. For the sake of simplicity the longest axis is assumed to 
coincide with the North-South direction. The Southern border then 
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corresponds with i.a. the Dutch coast and the middle of it roughly with 
the position of Den Helder. The influence of a storm is expressed through 
the stress it exerts on the surface of the sea. This stress ( U, V) may be 
dependent on the coordinates (x, y) and the time t. 
The mathematical problem is formulated in section 2 as a set of linear 
partial differential equations (2.1) with boundary conditions (2.2) for 
the components of the total stream (u, v) and the elevation (. After 
removal of the time variable by means of a Laplace transformation (2.8) 
elimination of u and v, the bar indicating the Laplace transform, leads 
to an elliptic partial differential equation of the Helmholtz type (2.11) 
for ~- The determination of~ follows in two steps. The first step consists 
in solving the problem for the strip 0 < x < n. ie. without paying attention 
to the boundary conditions at the coast y = 0 and the ocean y =b. If ~0 
represents such a solution the difference ~- ~o may be considered as a 
free motion in the strip 0 < x < n. It is possible to determine this free 
motion which consists of a linear superposition of two Kelvin waves and 
2 x oo Poincare waves in such a way that the coast condition at y = 0 
and the ocean condition at y = b are satisfied. 
The solution ~o of the strip problem requires the solution of the 
corresponding problem of Green. The latter problem is solved in section 3. 
In order to avoid overloading the analysis in the remainder of the paper 
the special case of a uniform Northern wind is considered. Yet this 
particular case which is considered in section 4 shows all peculiarities 
of the general problem. However, in that case ~0 can be found without 
taking recourse to the Green's problem. The explicit expression of~ (4.12) 
involves a set of coefficients Am and a set Bm (m= 0, 1, 2, ... ), where 
Ao and B 0 belong to the Kelvin waves, Arn(m= 1, 2, 3, ... )to the Poincare 
waves at the coast y=O and Bm(m= 1, 2, 3, ... ) to the Poincare waves 
at the ocean. Assuming b to be sufficiently large the Poincare wa'ves at 
the coast y = 0 and those at the ocean at y = b do not interact. Therefore 
the coast condition which is considered in section 5 gives a set of linear 
relations between Am(m= 0, 1, 2, ... ) and B 0 only. In a similar way the 
ocean condition which is considered in section 6 gives a set of linear 
relations between Bm(m = 0, 1, 2, ... ) and A 0 • It is now possible to 
determine the coefficients by means of some iterative process. 
Some information concerning the analytical dependence of Am and Bn 
on p, A. and Q can be obtained by considering the limit cases Q --+ 0 and 
Q --+ oo. If Q is small we may consider ~ to be dependent on the parameter 
groups q and r only. Expansion of Am, Bm in rising powers of r2 eventually 
leads to the approximation (7.1) of section 7. In this approximation only 
the first-order correction is given. This correction vanishes at the North-
South axis and shows that in a first approximation the rotation of the 
Earth gives rise to a skew-symmetric obliqueness of the sea-level. If Q is 
large ~ may be considered to depend on 8 and () only, 8 being moderate 
and () small. In a similar way series expansion in powers of () results in 
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certain approximations of the coefficients Am, Bm which are to be found 
in the sections 5, 6 and 8. The first-order approximation of t at the 
South-coast takes the simple form (8.6). We note that in this approxi-
mation t is uniform along the South-coast. A second-order approximation 
is given by (8.5), (8.10) and (8.13). Then a slight skew-symmetric 
dependence on x becomes apparent. 
In applying the results obtained above to the North Sea we note that 
the assumption of a large value of b certainly is correct. However, the 
value of Q is rather large and the results pertaining to small Q (or r2) 
must be considered as being of theoretical interest only. On the other 
hand the approximation (8.6) derived for small (} and moderates appears 
to be quite good which has been confirmed by numerical work. 
Numerical applications will be considered in the subsequent paper. 
2. The mathematical problem 
The problem can be described mathematically by the equations of 
motion (I 2.6) and the equation of continuity (I 2. 7) 
(~ + .1)u-£2v+cz oC = U ot ox 
(2.1) 
and the boundary conditions 
(2.2) 
(u=O 
)v=O ~(=0 
for 
for 
for 
X=O 
y=O 
y=b. 
and x=a 
The components U and V of the wind force are related to the velocity 
of the wind at sealevel v8 in the following way (see II 2.4) 
(2.3) VUZ+ VZ= 3.0 X 10-6v82, 
For the problem considered here dimensionless quantities will be in-
troduced according to 
(2.4) (u, v) -+ hc(u, v) ( -+ h( ) 
(x, y) -+ :n:-la(x, y) t -+ :n:-lac-lt 
(U, V) -+:n:a-lhc2(U, V). 
This has the effect that the constants c and a occurring in (2.1) and (2.2) 
can be formally replaced by c= 1 and a=:n: respectively. 
For the numerical application to the North Sea case the following 
numerical values will be chosen (see II section 2) 
(2.5) l a=400 km b=800 km 
h= 65 ill 
!1=0.43 h-1 
.1=0.2.Q 
c=9l kmfh. 
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If these values are substituted in (2.4) the dimensionless time scale 
becomes 1.4 hour. The dimensionless values of Q, .A and bare approximately 
-1=0.12 
(2.6) 
The relation (2.3) is in dimensionless form 
(2.7) 
A general discussion of the problem (2.1) (2.2) has been given in 
I section 2. In order to avoid continuous reference to the first paper 
of this series the most important formulae will be repeated here. The 
Laplace transformation 
00 
(2.8) t(x, y, p) def f e-Pt((x, y, t)dt 
0 
changes (2.1) and (2.2) into 
(2.9) 
and 
(2.10) 
(p+A.)u-£2v + ~; = D 
(u=O 
)v=O 
( t=O 
ou ov -
- + -+p(=O ox oy ' 
for 
for 
for 
X=O 
y=O 
y=b. 
and X=:Tl 
Elimination of u and v gives for t the non-homogeneous Helmholtz 
equation 
(2.11) 
with 
(2.12) 
and where 
(2.13) 
and 
(2.14) 
- (oa oV) (oV oV) F(x,y,p) = ox + oy +tgy ox - oy ' 
tg Y def Q(p + A.)-l. 
From the equations (2.9) it can be derived that 
(2.15) ) 
p-lx2u =- ~; -tgy ~; + D +tgy V 
p-lx2v =- oC +tgy aC + V -tgy D. oy ox 
By means of those expressions the boundary conditions at x = 0, x = n 
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and y = 0 can be expressed in terms of t. By using ( 2.15) they can be 
written as 
(2.16) oC oC - ~ for x=O and x=n, j) + tg y j) = u + tg y v X y 
(2.17) ot oC ~ - for y=O, -- tgy- = V -tg yU oy ox 
(2.18) t=O for y=b. 
From the formulation of the problem by (2.11), (2.13) and (2.14) it 
follows that t depends essentially on the two independent parameter 
combinations x2 and tg y. The same is true for p-lu and p-lv in view 
of the relations (2.15). Of course x2 and tg y may be replaced by any 
other pair of independent combinations of p, A and Q. We shall consider 
two limit cases which may be characterized by either Q small or Q large. 
In the first case it is convenient to use the parameters 
(2.19) 
In fact we have 
(2.20) 
q2 def p(p +A) 2 def n r =p~.:. 
q=x cosy r = x V sin y cos y. 
In the second case we shall use the groups 
(2.21) s2 der Q2p(p+A)-l fJ der (p+A).Q-1. 
In fact we have 
(2.22) s=x sin y fJ=cotg y. 
For an arbitrary windfield (U, V) the solution of (2.11), (2.16), (2.17) 
and (2.18) may be reduced to that of the corresponding problem of Green. 
However, it has not been found possible to solve the latter problem in 
an explicit way. Yet an explicit function of Green can be derived for an 
infinite strip O<x<n, -=<y<= with homogeneous boundary con-
ditions of the type (2.10). This problem will be studied in the following 
section. Then by means of the function of Green for a strip the solution 
of the original problem for the bay O<x<n, O<y<b may be reduced 
eventually to that of solving a double set of an infinite number of linear 
equations. We shall write 
(2.23) t(x, y,p)=to(x, y,p)+t1(x, y,p), 
where to(x, y, p) is a particular solution of (2.11) which satisfies the 
boundary conditions (2.16) but not necessarily those at y=O and y=b. 
Such a solution can be deduced from the function of Green for the strip 
O<x<n, -=<y<=. Consequently t1(x, y, p) satisfies a homogeneous 
equation of Helmholtz and homogeneous boundary conditions at x = 0 
and x=n. Hence this function can be composed of the Kelvin- and 
Poincare-waves belonging to the infinite strip O<x<n, -=<y<=. 
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(See IV section 3). If A 0 and B 0 are the coefficients of the two Kelvin 
waves and A1 and B1(j = 1, 2, 3, ... ) those of the Poincare-waves the 
boundary conditions (2.16) and (2.17) each eventually lead to an infinite 
number of linear equations. The problem of determining the coefficients 
is quite formidable. However, if b is large (see IV section 7) these equations 
reduce to the simple form 
00 
(2.24) L cXmnAn=cXmBo+O(e-b) 
n=O 
and 
00 
(2.25) L f3mn Bn = f3mAo + O(e-b), 
n=O 
for m=O, 1, 2, ... ,and where the order terms represent the contribution 
of the terms which vanish for b ----:.- oo. The coefficients cXmn, cXm, f3mn, f3m 
are only used here and have no relation to similar symbols elsewhere 
in this paper. 
3. Problem of Green 
The problem of Green for the strip O<x<n, -oo<y<oo mentioned 
in the preceding section may be formulated as follows 
(3.1) (Ll- x2)G(x, y, ~' rJ, y) = - o(x- ~) o(y -n), 
with the boundary conditions 
(3.2) oG OG - + tgy- = 0 for x=O and x=n. ox oy 
Further it will be required that for lyl ----:.- oo the function of Green is 
of the order exp -t:lyl, where e is an arbitrarily small positive quantity. 
From Green's theorem it can easily be derived that 
(3.3) G(x, y, ~' rJ, y)=G(~, rJ, x, y, -y). 
When G is known the function (o(x, y) which satisfies (2.11) and (2.15) 
follows by means of the same theorem 
)
(o(x,y)=- f f G(x,y,~,rJ,y)J(~,rJ)d~drJ+ 
(3.4) -::o 00 
- joo G(x, y, 0, rJ, y)j(O, n) dn + -~ G(x, y, n, rJ, y)j(n, rJ) drJ 
where 
(3.5) J(x, y) = U(x, y) +tg y V(x, y). 
Substitution of (2.12), (3.5) and partial integration gives 
00 " 
(3.6) to( X, y) = I I { u(oo~ - tg yo~) G + vc1) + tg y 0°~) G} d~ drj. 
-oo 0 
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The explicit form of G will not be derived here systematically but in 
the following simple albeit somewhat heuristic way. 
The free waves of the strip are the Kelvin waves and the Poincare 
waves (see IV section 3). The Kelvin waves are 
(3. 7) exp ± (sx- qy). 
The Poincare waves are for n= 1, 2, 3, ... 
(3.8) 
where 
( 3.9) 
and 
(3.10) 
~(sin nx+ 8n cos nx) e-•nv 
((sin nx-8n cos nx) e"nv, 
In view of the symmetry relation (3.3) we shall try to represent G in 
the following way 
~ G=Oe•<x+$-n)-q(y-1])+ 
(3.ll) ( + n~l On(sin nx + 8n cos nx)(sin n~ + 8n cos n~) e-•n<v-'ll 
for y>n and 
~ G=Oe-s<x+$-nl+a<v-'71 
(3·12) ( + n~l On(sin nx-8n cos nx)(sin n~-8n cos n~) e-•n<'1-vl 
for Y<'fJ· 
First continuity at y = 'fJ requires that 
00 
(3.13) 0 sh s(x+~ -n) + .L 8n0n sin n(x+ ~) = 0. 
Substitution of (3.ll) and (3.12) in (3.1) gives, using differentiation in a 
generalized sense, 
(L1-u2)G = {oo G(y>n)- oo G(y<n)}o(y-n) = y . y 
(3.14) = {-2q0chs(x+~-n) + 
00 
-2 _L vnOn (sin nx sin n~ + 8n2 cos nx cos n~)} o(y- n). 
Since by differentiation of (3.13) it follows that 
00 
(3.15) 2q0 ch s(x+~-n)+2 L vn8n20n cos n(x+~)=O 
n~l 
the right-hand side of (3.14) reduces to 
00 
(3.16) {- 2u2s-2 _L (n2+ s2)vn-10n sin nx sin n~} o(y- n). 
n=l 
Ill 
Therefore we must have that for 0 < x, ~ < n 
00 
(3.17) -2x2s-2 .L (n2 +s2)Yn-1 0nsinnxsinn~=l5(x-n 
It is possible to satisfy the relations (3.13) and (3.17) for the same 
coefficients. We have 
(3.18) 
and 
(3.19) 
Substitution of (3.18) and (3.19) in (3.ll) and (3.12) gives the following 
explicit expression 
(3.20) 
where 
(3.21) 
4. Solution for a uniform windfield 
For a uniform windfield the solution ( 0 of (2.23) can be obtained in a 
direct way without using the Green's function which has been derived 
in the· previous section. In particular we shall consider the case of a 
uniform "Northern" wind 
( 4.1) V = V(t). 
Without loss of generality we may take 
(4.2) V(t) = - o(t) 
i.e. a momentary "Northern" disturbance. Hence we have V =-I. 
According to (2.ll) and (2.15) the problem can be reformulated by 
(4.3) 
( 4.4) 
(4.5) 
with the boundary conditions 
(4.6) u=O for x=O and x=n, 
(4.7) v=O for y=O, 
(4.8) (=0 for y=b. 
ll2 
Supposing that iio, iJo and ~o depend on x only it is easily found that 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
and 
( 4.ll) 
uo = _ tgy( 1 __ chx(!n-:r:)) 
p u 2 ch !xn ' 
iio = __ _.!._( 1 __j_t 2 ,Jchx(!n-x)) 
p x2 ' g 1 ch ! xn ' 
~0 =t shx(in-x) gy xch!xn 
The elevation C1 represents a free motion in the channel 0 < x < n and 
may be considered to be a linear superposition of the two Kelvin waves 
(3.7) and the double infinity of Poincare waves (3.10). 
Following (2.23) we put 
I' ~(x, y, p) = ~o~x, p) +Ao .sh {s(x- !n) -qy} + B 0 ch {s(x- !n)- qy} + 
(4 12) + L n-1 An(Sill nx+8n cos nx) e-v,.v + 
. I + :~ n-' B,(,in nx -·On co' nx) e-•. ,._., 
where q and s are given by (2.1!}) and (2.21) and where 8n is determined 
by (3.10) and (3.9). 
The components of the total stream of the Kelvin waves and the 
system of Poincare waves are given in the following table where iXn is 
defined by 
( 4.13) def r 2 iXn=-
nvn 
n= 1,2,3 ... 
and where r2 is given by (2.19). 
ufp 
vfp 
~ 
TABLE 4.1 
Kelvin waves 
0 
± exp ± {s(x-!n)-qy} 
q exp ± {s(x- !n) -qy} 
Poincare waves, n= 1, 2, 3, ... 
± (n2 +s2) sin nx exp =f YnY 
nvn (cos nx ± iXn sin nx) exp =f YnY 
r2 vn (sin nx±8n cos nx) exp =f YnY 
Then for the components of the total stream we have 
(4.14) 
and 
(4.15) 
1 _ ( ) 1 _ ( ) 1 ~ n2 + s2 A . Y 
- u x,y,p =- Uo x,p + 2 L.., -- nSin nxe-•n + p p r n~l nvn 
~ v(x, y, p) = ~ vo(x, p) + ~Ao ch {s(x- !n) -qy} + p p q 
+~Bosh {s(x- !n) -qy} + q 
l 00 • 
+ ;:2 ! An( cos nx+iXn Sill nx) e-•,.v + 
n~l 
l 00 • 
+ ;:2 ! Bn(cos nX-iXn Sill nx) e-•,.<b-Yl. 
n~l 
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The coast condition (4.7) gives by substituting y= 0 m (4.15) 
(sAo ch s(tn-x)-sBo sh s(tn-x)+ I An (cos nx+cxn sin nx) = 
(4.16)) n~l 
J = :.:_(1+t 2, chu(!n·-x)) + O(e-b) t ::.:2 g Y ch t un ' 
where the order term represents the contribution of the Poincare waves 
at the ocean boundary. If b is sufficiently large this contribution can be 
neglected. The condition (4.16) will be discussed in section 5. 
The ocean condition (4.8) gives by substituting y=b in (4.12) 
)
1 
-Ao sh {s(tn-x)+qb}+!o c~ {s(t~-x)+qb} + 
(4.17) + "~1 n 1 Bn(smnx-Oncosnx) = 
= _ t sh u(tn-x) + O(e-b) 
g Y u ch l.un ' 2 
where in a similar way the order term represents the contribution of the 
Poincare waves at the coast y = 0. The condition ( 4.17) will be discussed 
m section 6. 
5. Coast condition 
From the coast condition ( 4.16) a set of linear equations can be derived 
by expanding both sides of ( 4.16) in a pure cosine series and equating 
corresponding coefficients. For convenience we shall introduce the 
following notations 
(5.1) Sm = ~ r COS mx e81 ~n-x) dx 
n. ' 
0 
(5.2) Tmn = ~ J cos mx sin nx dx, 
0 
" 
(5.3) Vm = -.; J cos mx ( 1 + tg2 y ch ::.:l( t~-x)) dx. 
nu c 1 2 un 
0 
Performing the integrations we find 
(5.4) ~mm even 
( odd 
(5.5) 
~m+n 
~m+n 
even Tmn= 0 
odd 
2 ( thtun) vo = - 1 + tg2 y --
uz tun 
(5.6) m even 
m odd Vm = 0. 
8 Series A 
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Then the result of the cosine expansion of both sides of (4.16) IS with 
omission of the order term 
(5.7) 
~ sosAo ~ c'vo -.-' 
) m even Am= -smsAo+r2 vm-r2 
\ m odd Am= SmsBo -r2 
' Ton A 
..::,I- n 
nvn 
' TmnA 
..::,I- n 
nvn 
where Ll denotes a summation over odd indices n= 1, 3, 5, ... and .L2 
one over even indices n= 2, 4, 6, .... This system which is of the form 
(2.24) can be solved by means of an iterative process. The ultimate result 
may be written in the form 
(5.8) Am=<fom(BoH- O(e-b), m= 1, 2, 3, ... 
It is obvious that Am=O(m-2 ) form --+oo since the Am are the coefficients 
of a cosine expansion. 
We shall consider the system (5.7) in the two cases which are charac-
terized by either Q small or Q large. In the first case we shall take q and r 
as independent parameters. Then the coefficients Am may be considered 
as a power series in r2 • We note that 
(5.9) ) 
s=r2fq 
vo = 2fq2 + O(r4) 
Vm= O(r4) 
so = 2+0(r4 ) 
Sm = O(r4) for m even 
4s Sm = - 2- + O(r6) for m odd: mn 
If we assume that B0 =0(1), which will be confirmed in the next section, 
where the ocean condition is considered, it follows from (5.7) that 
(5.10) for m odd 
for m even. 
In the second case s and () will be chosen as the independent parameters. 
Then the coefficients Am may be considered as power series in e. We 
note that 
(5.11) I r2 = ()s2 ,;2 = (1 + ()2)s2 
_ 2 th !sn 0( 1) c 0 2 4 Vm-82(s2+m2) tsn + .tOrm= ' ' .... 
If we assume that B0 = 0(()-1 ), which again is confirmed later on, it follows 
from (5.7) that 
(5.12) 
~ Ao = Osc~!-sn + 0(1) 
JAm= SmSBo+O(()) 
~ Am= 0(1) 
form odd 
for m even. 
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6. Ocean condition 
The ocean condition (4.17) calls for a more extensive treatment. This 
relation will be written as 
00 
(6.1) I n-1 Bn (sin nx-Gn cos nx)=??(;r), 
n~1 
where 
(6.2) ??(x) =Ao sh {s(fn-x)+qb}- B0 ch {s(h-x) +qb}-tg y 8h"~~-x). 
~ "c :."n 
Expansions of this kind have been studied elsewhere 1 ). A summary of 
the results will be given below. We note that for n -+ oo 
(6.3) 
Therefore the properties of the expansion (6.1) are very similar to those 
of the simpler expansion 
00 
(6.4) I bn(sin nx- {)cos nx) = f3(x) 
n~1 
in the interval 0 < x < n. 
The expansion (6.4) is unique and the asymptotic behaviour of bn is 
of the following kind 
(6.5) 
where 
(6.6) def 2 2y ex = - arctg {) = l - - . 
n n 
The explicit expression of B is 
" 
(6.7) B =- 2"'cos!<Xn It o;-1.1 R( )d nT(<X) g 2XI-' X X. 
0 
According to (6.5) the convergence of (6.4) is of subharmonic order 
unless B = 0 when it is of hyper harmonic order. 
To the set (sin nx- {) cos nx), n = l, 2, 3, ... a biorthogonal set of functions 
is associated, each being the product of the factor tg"'-1 fx and a finite 
trigonometric sum. We note that 
(6.8) 
and that 
(6.9) 
" f (sin nx- {) cos nx) tg~-1 fx dx = 0 for n= 1, 2, 3, ... 
0 
" . 1 
Sill2<Xn It o;-11 d 1 
-n- g 2x X= . 
0 
The properties of the expansion (6.1) can easily be derived from those 
of the expansion (6.4). In particular we have for n -+ oo 
(6.10) Bn= Bn"'+ ( -1)n-lB'n-"'+ B"n-2+''+ ... 
I) Cf. LAUWERIER [2]. 
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where the constants on the right-hand side are not the same of course 
as those of (6.5). There exists also an orthogonal function h0(x) with 
the properties 
(6.11) 
and 
(6.12) 
" f (sin nx- en cos nx) ho(x) dx= 0 for n= 1, 2, 3, ... 
0 
" ~ J ho(x)dx=l. 
n 
0 
Once the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients Bn is known some-
thing can be said concerning the behaviour oft and its partial derivatives 
at the corners (0, b) and (n, b) of the rectangular basin. 
If at (0, b) local polar coordinates (e, rp) are introduced by means of 
(6.13) X=(! COS rp y=b- e sin rp 
it follows from (4.12) and (6.10) after some elementary reductions that 
for e --+ 0 
00 
(6.14) t = B sec !cXn Im{ .Z n -1+"' exp i(ne ei'l'- !cXn)} + o( 1 ), 
n~l 
and next 
(6.15) t= BT(cX) sec !cXn e-"' sin cXrp+o(1). 
Hence a solution where t is continuous at (0, b) requires that B= 0. It 
appears that then also u and v are continuous at this point. A similar 
analysis shows that at (n, b), t is continuous for B=O. However, the 
partial derivatives of t at the latter point are infinite. 
From ( 6.1) a set of linear relations of th~ type 
00 
(6.16) · .Z CrnnBn=CmBo+dmAo-1-Cm 
n~l 
can be derived in a similar way as in the previous section. A necessary 
and sufficient condition for B = 0, where B is the coefficient of n"' in the 
asymptotic expansion of Bn is 
" (6.17) f ho(x)rp(x)dx=O. 
0 
Substitution of (6.2) yields a linear relation between A 0 and B0 only. 
Further linear relations may be obtained e.g. by expanding each side of 
( 6.1) in a sine series and equating corresponding coefficients. 
The first orthogonal function ho(x) may be approximated by 
(6.18) h0(x) ~ sin !cXn tg"'-1 tx. 
We may also try to find an expansion of h0(x) for the two special cases 
of the preceding section. 
In the first case where q and r are the independent variables we have 
(6.19) . nq2 I en---
- Vn r 2 ' 
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Putting tentatively 
( 6.20) h0(x) = 1 + r21p(x) + O(r4) 
it follows from (6.11) and (6.12) that 
(6.21) J {1 + r21p(x) + ... }{cos nx- :~2 r2 sin nx) dx = 0 
0 
and 
n 
(6.22) f 1p(x) dx = 0. 
0 
From (6.21) we obtain at once 
(6.23) J cos nx 1p(x) dx = :~2 J sin nx dx 
0 0 
so that in view of (6.22) 
(6.24) 2 "" Vn 1p(x) = - 2 ...:::.,1 2 cos nx. nq n 
If now (6.20) and (6.2) are substituted in (6.17) it follows after some 
simple reductions that 
(6.25) Bo=thqb A 0{1+0(r4)}, 
so that with the value of A 0 as given in (5.10) we find 
(6.26) Bo= thqb{l+O(r4)}. 
q 
For the coefficient Bm a similar treatment is possible. In that case the 
(m+ 1)th biorthogonal function hm(x) associated to (cos nx-8n-1 sin nx) 
n= 1, 2, 3, ... may be expanded in a similar way as (6.20) by 
(6.27) hm(x) =cos mx + r2 1pm(x) + O(r4). 
Without giving details we mention the following results 
(6.28) ( ) 1 ~ Vn ]' 1pm X = 2 ...:::., - mn cos nx, 
q n~l n 
I 4vmr4 ( 1 m2 ) Bm = - 24 - -h b + - 0 - 0 + O(rB) for m odd nm q c q m·+q· 
Bm = O(r6) for m even. 
(6.29) 
In the second case where s and 8 are the independent variables the 
ocean condition (6.1) can be written in the form I I n-1Bn(sinnx-8.!: cos nx) = Ao sh {s(!n-x)+qb} + (6.30) n~l Vn 
- Bo ch {s(!n-x) +qb}- ~() shs~~-x) + 0(8). 
8C z;S:n: 
For the first orthogonal function ho(x) we may put in view of (6.8) and (6.9) 
(6.31) ho(x) = n~(x) + 8x(x) + 0(82). 
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The condition 
"' 
(6.32} J {nb(x) + Ox(x) + ... }{sin nx- 11~ cos nx} dx= 0 
0 
for all n~ I leads in a similar way as above to 
( 6.33} 
00 
x(x) = 2 ! .!!:. sin nx, 
n=l Vn 
where the right-hand side may be interpreted as a generalized function. 
However, we may also write 
(6.33a) x(x)= cotgtx-2 I (1-.!2:.) sinnx, 
n~l Vn 
where now the series on the right-hand side of (6.33) converges in ordinary 
sense. 
In the lowest order approximation the relation (6.I7) reduces to 
(6.34) l J b(x) [ Ao sh {s(ln-x} +qb}- Bo ch {s(ln-x}+qb} + 
0 
_ shs(tn-x)J dx= O 
Osch tsn ' 
from which we obtain 
(6.35) thtsn Ao sh (lsn+qb)- Bo ch (lsn+qb) = 88 + 0(1). 
Substitution of the lowest order approximation of Ao from (5.12} gives 
at once the fundamental result 
(6.36) B _ sh(tsn+qb)-shtsn +O(I) 
o- Osch (!-sn+qb) ch !-sn · 
The lowest order approximation of the coefficients Bn can be derived 
as follows. Substitution of the approximations of Ao and Bo from (5.I2) 
and (6.36) in !J?(X) of (6.2) gives 
(6.37) chqb-1 !p(X) = Osch (!-sn+qb) ch tsn sh sx+ 0( I). 
Then from the lowest order approximation of (6.I) v1z. 
00 
(6.38) ! n-IBnsinnX=!p(x)+O(l) 
n~l 
it is easily obtained that 
(6.39) B _ 4(chqb-l)sh!sn (-l)n-ln2 +O(I) 
n - nOs ch ( tsn + qb) n2 + s2 • 
A second order approximation will be discussed in section 8. 
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7. Approximation for small Q 
In this case q and r are chosen as the independent parameters. Sub-
stitution of the approximations (5.10), (6.26) and (6.29) in (4.12) gives 
l'(x ) = shq(b-y) + .:.= Ssh q(!n-x) _ (!n-x) ch q(b-y) + 
" ,y q ch qb q2 ( q ch ! qn ch qb 
+ ~ q th qb I cos nx exp-y Vnz.:t=q2 + 
n 1 n2Vn2+q2 (7 .1) 
_ ~"' (~- __ I_) cosnxexp-(b-y) Vn2+q21 + 
n 41 n2+q2 ch qb n2 ) 
+ O(r4) + O(e-b). 
We note that for Q _,.. oo 
(7 2) l' ( ) sh q(b-y) 
" x,y _,.. qchqb · 
For the components of the total stream it follows then from (4.4) and 
(4.5) that 
(7 .3) u(x, y) _,.. 0, 
(7.4) _1 _( , ) I ~ 1 chq(b-y)) P v x,y _,.. q'i ( - ch qb \ · 
As a specialization of (7 .1) we note that at the axis x =in 
(7.5) 
so that the influence of the coefficient of Coriolis Q upon the elevation 
at the axis is of higher order than elsewhere. Hence the rotation of the 
Earth gives rise in a first instance to a skew-symmetric obliqueness of 
the sea-level. Or in formula form 
(7.6) 
8. Approximation for large !2 
In this case the parameters s and 0 are used. We shall only consider 
the elevation at the South coast y = 0. For the elevation at the middle 
(in, 0) we find from (4.11) and (4.12) the result 
00 
(8.1) ~(in, 0) = Bo+ I n-1 An(sin nx+11n cos nx)+O(e-b). 
Substituting the approximations (5.12) and omitting from now on the 
order term with exp- b we obtain 
(8.2) 
or summing the series 
(8.3} ~(in, 0) = Bo ch !sn+ 0(11). 
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The elevation at other points of the South coast can be found by using 
the first equation of (2.9) which now reduces to 
Cx= -(p+A)u, 
so that with (4.9) and (4.14) it follows that 
(8.4) 
~ - "' n2 + s2 . Cx= -8 ""'-1--An sm nx+0(8) = nvn 
~ 4 "' sin nx O = -- 8Eos2 ch fsn ""'-1 -- + (8). n nvn 
If this is combined with (8.3) we find 
(8.5) - { 4 "' cosnx} C(x, 0) =Eo ch fsn 1 +- 8s2 ""'-1 -- + 0(8). 
n Vn 
This result shows that also in this type of approximation the elevation 
is approximately skew symmetric with respect to the middle x = fn. 
The lowest order approximation of C(x, 0) follows from (6.36) which 
gives 
(8.6) C(x O) = sh(isn+qb)-sh!sn + 0(1). 
' lis ch (!sn+qb) 
Hence in the lowest approximation the elevation at the South coast does 
not depend on x. 
The next higher approximation needs a better approximation of Eo 
than that given in (6.36). 
From the system (5.7) it follows that 
(8. 7) 
Next the second-order approximation of the relation (6.17) gives 
(8.8) ) ] (no(x)+8x(x)) [Ao sh {s(in-x)+qb}-Eo ch {s(fn-x)+qb} + 
0 
_ shs(!n-x)J dx=O. 
lis ch !sn • 
Putting by way of abbreviation 
(8.9) 
(8.10) 
l 
Ao= e h! +a+0(8) sc sn 
E = sh(!sn+qb)-sh!sn +f'J+0(8) 
0 Iisch (!sn+qb) ch !sn 
the relation (8.8) reduces to (cf. 6.37) 
( 8.11) I ''"(;:;.:;1'"h"· ~ j x(x) ,h ,.dx+ .,h (t,n + qb)+ ~ -j)ch(fsn+qb)+0(8)=0. 
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From (6.31) it follows that 
n 
(8.12) I J 2 oo n2 - x(x) sh 8X dx =- sh 8n I ( -1)n-13 
:n; :n; n~l Vn 
0 
so that by substitution of this and the value of ex from (8.7) in (8.11) 
we obtain 
~,8ch2 (isn+qb)=(chqb-1)Sl + 
(8·13)? - s2 sh(isn+qb) {sh(!sn+qb)- sh !sn}S2, 
where 
( 8.14) 
and 
(8.15) S _2s I I I 2
--; sh!sn 1 n 2 vn3 • 
In order to facilitate future reference the approximate expression (8.6) 
for ((x, 0) will be denoted by Z(p) viz. 
(8.16) Z( )defsh(!sn+qb)-shtsn P - y ch (isn+qb) · 
We note that this approximation gives the correct analytic result if 
.Q = 0 ( cf. (7 .2)). The approximation holds in particular if p --+ 0. 
So far we have considered the momentary disturbance 
(8.17) v = -o(t). 
If now the delta-function is replaced by an arbitrary time function 
V = V(t) the Laplace transform of the elevation at the South coast can 
be approximated by 
(8.18) ((x, O) ~- V(p)Z(p). 
The original may be found e.g. by the complex inversion formula 
(8.19) ~(x, 0, t) ~ - 2~i J ePt V(p)Z(p)dp, 
L 
where L is a suitable vertical path. The right-hand side of (8.19) can 
be evaluated by means of the calculus of residues. There are poles of 
V(p) depending of course on the type of windfield and poles of Z(p). 
The complex function Z(p) is regular at the origin and 
(8.20) Z(O)=b. 
Further there is a set of poles determined by ch,B = 0 or 
(8.21) s(in+ 8b) = ± (m+ i)ni, m=O, 1, 2, ... 
For each value of m we obtain three poles, one real and negative lying 
in the interval (-A., 0) and two conjugate complex ones with a negative 
real part. 
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Qualitatively these poles correspond to the eigenvalues of the problem. 
However, the deviations between corresponding poles and eigenvalues 
will be the greater according as the approximation (8.16) is more 
inaccurate. The lowest real pole of Z(p) which is obtained from (8.21) 
for m = 0 may be expected to give a very good approximation to the 
lowest real eigenvalue of the problem. This point will be taken up later 
on in the numerical applications. 
The approximation (8.16) may be interpreted in the following interesting 
way. If we expand Z(p) in powers of e-f3 
(8.22) 
the first term on the right-hand side represents the direct disturbance 
at the coast y = 0. The second term represents the influence of the dis-
turbance from the ocean arising after b dimensionless time-units. The 
third term is the reflection of the disturbance at the coast with respect 
to the ocean. The latter disturbance begins to act after 2b time-units, 
etcetera. 
Finally we give an expression in the frictionless case A.= 0. Then 
(8.23) 
Its original can be written down at once viz. 
~ Z(t) =H(t)- 2 sh iQn H(t- b)- 2e-Q" H(t- 2b) + (8.24) h 1n H b) + 2s 2.:..:n (t-3 + ... , 
where H(t) is Heaviside's unit-function 
( 8.25) def \ 0 for t < 0 H(t) = ( 1 for t>O. 
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